
Welcome back, Cash Flow traders. Scott Stewart here, and today is Wednesday, April the 10th, 2019. 
And boy, we got a lot of stuff to cover today. Wanna make sure that this is a concise video and doesn't 
run too long for you. We do have a lot of stuff that we wanna cover today. Not the least of which is the 
question that we got the most input on, questions on misunderstandings on this past week. And that 
was the assignment of STMP for some of us, myself included, and in my account. Not all of us, but some 
of us did get assigned over the weekend on STMP, on Stamps. We wanna talk about that adjustment 
process and sort of kind of interesting how it doesn't always work out this way, but in a lot of cases, and 
it was the case here in STMP. 

Obviously as you adjust to trade, you're adjusting it because the trade's not working in your favor, the 
trade is not doing what what you want it to do. Just sort of that interesting correlation between as you 
adjust to trade that is not working. Sometimes, you can actually increase the profit potential of that 
trade rather than decrease. It's not always the case, but it certainly was the case in STMP, and that trade 
worked out well for us. If you're still holding the shares, it might work out even better for you. So we're 
gonna get into that today. 

We wanna talk a little bit about assignments, we wanna talk about our communication channel so that 
we make sure that you're getting all of the information that we are disseminating to you on a daily and 
weekly basis. Wanna talk about an additional adjustment to STMP. If you are still happening to hold that 
stock, if you did get a sign, wanna go quickly through our current positions. Wanna introduce a new 
trade to you. And then just sort of introduce a subject for next week. We're gonna show you how to do a 
one-legged iron condor with sort of a different purpose. We've done iron condors in the past here, 
where we've entered one leg at a time. This one we're gonna show you, or at least introduce the idea of, 
for next week, and it's for a different purpose. So, with regards to all of that, let's go ahead and let's get 
started. 

I do wanna talk quickly about our communication channels. You should have gotten an email this past 
week on all of these, but I just wanna hit these all again. So, number one is your source for questions. 
We have changed and sort of unified all of our programs onto Paradigm Press. And so, make sure that 
you have this e-mail right here: AskRichDad@Paradigm.Press. Make sure you have that locked into your 
contacts. Use it. As I have mentioned before, I love getting questions from you guys. I do spend a couple 
of hours, each week, going through your questions and answering those. So, please remember that we 
are in this trading game together. I've, over the years, tried to learned so many different ways by books, 
tapes, CD's, software, programs, you name it. And so often, no matter how valuable the information is, 
you kind of feel like you're out there on your own, and you're just trying to figure it out, and then when 
you have a question, you don't have anybody to go to. And that's certainly not the case here. 

So, please, if you do have questions, make sure that you e-mail us. Make sure that you understand that 
is Paradigm.Press, not Paradigm.com. 

And then for your answers to those questions, please bookmark this website right here. And that is 
where you're going to go for all of your FAQ's, all of the frequently asked questions that you have. That 
does get updated once per week. So, again, just one thing I wanna remind you of here. On looking for 
your answers to your questions, make sure that they are not time sensitive. In other words, if you have a 
trade that's going to be done in a day and you have a question on that trade, just keep in mind that your 
questions do get answered in an entire batch, one time a week. So, great place for your questions, not 
for time sensitive questions. 



And then in addition to that, you should have all have texted, those of you with smartphones, hopefully 
that's all of us in this day and age. If you've texted to RICHDAD2 and put in the number 32729, you will 
get updated alerts. Every single time we send out an alert, that will hit your text message. So wherever 
you are, whatever you're doing, you won't miss any of our alerts. That's really, really critical. That was 
critical on making some extra money on the STMP trade on Monday of this week. We send out an alert 
early in the morning, and that alert was good for about seven minutes, six, seven minutes. As the 
market opened up, you could have made a little bit of extra money on STMP. So, make sure that you're 
getting out text alert. 

And then, as always, remember that we are communicating with you regularly on a weekly basis. Every 
Monday, we're sending out a summary review, where we review all of our positions, we go over our 
past results. So that's always an important video to watch. 

Today, Wednesday, we give you a new trade example, as well as another update of our current 
positions, if there's been any big changes between that Monday and Wednesday period. And then last 
but certainly not least, if, during the week, whether it is a Tuesday, or a Thursday, or a Friday, and we're 
not talking regularly, if there's any action that is needed, we will send out an e-mail alert as well. So, a 
lot of times, people are not getting the information that they need it seems like. Make sure that you are 
up to date on all of these communication channels that you have. I wanna make sure that you're getting 
the information right, and quick, and that you're getting all of it that you need. 

Okay, so with regards to the things that we wanna touch on today. Let's get started, first and foremost, 
with talking about this concept of assignments, and what happened with STMP. 

Okay, so let's first and foremost, let's talk about this concept of getting assigned or assignments inside of 
our brokerage account. We've talked about this a couple of times already on the STMP trade, but we 
just wanna make sure that we get the concept here of how this works, and what happens. 

Any time we sell a call. A call of any kind. Any time we sell a call, we commit to putting ourselves in a 
position where we must deliver stock. We must deliver stock to somebody. So if we sell a call with a $50 
strike price, and the stock goes up to 51. We have to deliver stock to someone at $50 a share, that's the 
obligation that we take on. When we sell a put of any kind, no matter what kind of combination of the 
trade it is, when we sell a put, then you must buy, you must buy the stock. So if we sell a put at a strike 
price of 50, and the stock goes down to 49, we have to buy it at 50. Okay? These are the obligations that 
we take on. 

So just remember, we can either buy or sell options. If you're buying options, we pay money, and we 
receive rights, but we don't get any obligations, Okay? So we receive rights, but no obligations. Now, 
why is that important to understand? Well, we primarily focus on the selling of options, and when we 
sell options, the best part of selling options versus buying options is we don't pay money; we receive 
money. Okay? We get money. We receive money when we sell options. But we now take on obligations. 
That money that we received by selling options, it's not free money, Okay? We are obligating to 
ourselves something. 

So the key here is that we wanna make this, we wanna turn these obligations into a positive, rather than 
a negative. And here's how we do that, here's the whole concept behind this. And this is why, again as I 



said, not always, but in a lot of cases, it's interesting to me, still, that as you adjust to trade, you can 
sometimes actually create a better profit profile in that trade than what the original trade had in mind. 

And the whole concept behind that is, number one, why do positions, why does a stock that is trading 
at, say, 51? So maybe the stock is at 51. And we have sold a call at 50. Why doesn't that get assigned 
until expiration date? Well, technically, whoever is on the other side of this trade, whoever was the 
buyer of this trade, they have the right to exercise that option that they bought from us at any time, up 
until expiration. So they could technically exercise that option against us, 20 seconds, 30 seconds after 
they bought it from us. 

So why doesn't that happen? Why are assignments almost always done right up at the expiration period 
of time? Well, the reason, of course, is that yeah, we sold somebody this call option to be able to get the 
stock from us at $50 a share. And yeah, the stock is trading at 51, but they very well may have obviously 
paid what? They paid a premium in order to get that right to do that. And so, they have to not only have 
the stock go above 50, they have to have it go above 50, plus their premium. And so, there's also an 
extra factor in there that usually you wanna see that premium go to zero, if that premium goes down 
almost to zero, then there's no real cost or overhead in that buyer exercising that option. 

And that's what happened on Friday of last week, with STMP, is that it was on a Friday, there is almost 
no value left in it. If you remember, on STMP's trade, we ended up selling, we sold the 80 strike price, 
the 80 strike price put. And all STMP had to do was come down, about five, six minutes before the close 
and touch that 80 dollar price. And there was really no cost to, the options were worthless at that point. 
And so, it, a few of us got assigned on that. Now, how do we that turn that into a even better thing? 
How is that a good thing? Why did we allow that to happen? Well, number one, on the actual stock, 
STMP finished above that 80 dollar strike price on Friday. 

So, if you got our alert, and that's why I talk about communication being so important, if you got our 
alert on Monday morning, you had an opportunity to sell out of those shares at above $80 a share. That 
added quite a bit of profit potential to the trade, if you look at the overall trade. If, for whatever reason, 
you were not able to take action. If you were, number one, if you were assigned on STMP over the 
weekend. And number two, you were not able to take advantage of the alert that we sent out on 
Monday morning, because it was a very short term window that we had to take advantage of that. What 
do we do now with our STMP trade? And how can we make this even, maybe a more profitable trade, 
than it was originally intended to be? So let's touch on that real quickly here before we get into our 
current overall positions. 
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So the market has just opened up now and you can see STMP is back above or right at that $80 level 
that we did get exercised at. So what could we do here? Well, once again, you've got an opportunity to 
do today what the alert had us doing this past Monday, which is we can just put in a sell order at 80 and 
again, hope that that triggers here. We're right at that price right now we, we jumped up above it here 
just as the market opened up. We're just sitting below right now. There's the ask above 80 again. So we 
could just put in a sell order, right here at 80 and get out. 

But there might be, and this is, this is up to you, of course. There might be an opportunity here to not 
just sell at 80 but actually generate a nice potential additional profit here on our STMP trade. If, and 



that's the if, you are still holding the shares of stock. How could we get even more of a profit out of that 
trade? Well, let's, we've got STMP in here, let's click on our trade tab and I am going to what's called a 
short call covered, okay? 

Now in your case, if you're already owning the shares, you're not going to do a short call covered 
because you already own the stock. What you are going to do is you're going to do a short call option on 
STMP. Now what would that do? Well, let's go look at our table here. Let's go find some information 
that we could go put this trade together here. We know that earnings, if we look at it right here, let's see 
when earnings on STMP are coming out May 2nd. Right before this May 3rd expiration, so we don't 
want to be in the trade during earnings. We don't know where that's going to look like. 

Let's just go out eight days. Let's go to these April 18th options. Let's look at our call options here and 
I'm gonna go ahead and look at these options right here. These $78 strike price options. These are bid at 
2.85 asked at 4.80. If we could get $3 for those. If we could get $3 by selling these calls against our STMP 
stock, what would that do? Well, this is really going to change the dynamics of the trade here. If we 
were to able to ... Now our bids actually creeping up, so you'd probably get something closer to $3.50. 
What's that mean if we were to sell these 78 strike price calls? They expire next Friday. They expire in 
eight days. Well, that's going to do a couple of things for us here. 

If we look at it, let's get in here and draw this out. So number one, we understand if we were assigned at 
$80 a share on our STMP, that actually equates to, if you remember back here, we come in here and 
look, let's just see what that number was. There's our STMP trade. I showed an example trade of just 
one contract brought in $65 credit at 65 cents a share. We only had to put up $425, that was a big 
return on that trade. We ended up 266% up on that trade. But 65 cent credit is what we brought in on 
that trade. So you have to remember that, that yes, we did have to buy this stock at $80 a share, but 
we've got to subtract out that 65 cent credit. 

We've got to subtract out the credit that we put into that trade. So really we're talking about, and this is 
the term that we use, cost basis. What are we looking at as a cost basis in this trade? We're really 
looking at a cost basis of about $79 and, what is that, 35 cents? Okay, so 79.35. So really we're into this 
trade at 79.35. What's going to happen now if we sell the call? 

Let's look at selling that 78 strike price call. We're going to sell it for $3.50, that's the income on the 
trade. What would that now do to this cost basis that we have? Well, by selling the 78 strike price call, 
we've now committed to sell the stock at 78. And you're saying, "Well wait a minute, that's not great. 
We had to buy the darn thing at 80, now we're committing to sell it at 78." Yeah, we would have to sell 
it at 78 but remember, we also now are adding to our income. We're bringing another $3.50 cents of 
income into the trade. 

So if we look at that, let's take our cost basis of 79.35. Let's now subtract out $3.50 on that. So 79.35 
minus 3.50 obviously that gives us now a new cost basis of $75.85. So we've got a stock right now that is 
trading at 80. We now have a cost basis of 75.85 okay? In fact, what is it trading at right now? 

It's now up at $80 and about 50 cents. Last trade, 80.48. So now we're making an extra dollar per share 
on that trade. That's $100. Now guys, I don't know if that impacts you or if you fully understand that. 
When we originally brought in that trade, we brought in $65 per contract. Now you have the ability to 
bring in an extra hundred dollars? We've more than doubled our profit potential on this STMP trade. 



That's why we are looking at leaving that over the weekend. We wanted that exercise to happen if it did, 
because we felt like we could get an even bigger profit on that. And it also comes back to, again, the 
thing that we harp on over and over over again. This is why we only put 25% of our portfolio into any 
one given approach of investing the iron condors. So only 25% of our portfolio should be in any one 
strategy. 

That's the iron condors. We should have 20 to 25% of our portfolio in cash as dry powder so that we 
have the ability to take advantage of these opportunities when they present themselves. So there's the 
stamp opportunity. If you are still in the position today, you can, by all means, just go ahead today and 
sell it above 80 and book an additional profit. If you want to make even more potential profit, you could 
do the covered call strategy. What's going on with our other positions in here? Let's take a look at those 
quickly. 

Okay, so looking at our current open positions, we have four open positions right now. Let's just start 
from top to bottom here. In no particular order. BA, Boeing. This is going to be our position that expires 
next Friday. We've got the 340 puts and the 410 calls that we want to stay between. Right now we're at 
365, it has been hit the last few days. We've got a little bit of a downdraft here, but if you look at the 
overall position, we're fairly delta neutral. Right now going into next week's exploration, Boeing, BA, 
about as perfect as we can hope for. We have garnered most of our profit potential on this trade. $410 
on my example is what I brought in income wise, and we've got about 330 showing now. So I don't 
necessarily anticipate now closing this one out early. Well we may, so we're going to watch that one. 

The next one down on the list is the a one right now that's giving us problems. This is a really just as of 
today, we got a little jump here of $2.67 as I look at this. On our ADSK position, as you know, this is our 
option position that expires this Friday. We have two days until expiration here. 140 is the put level 170 
is the call level and we're banging right up against that 170 level. If we look at a chart of ADSK it doesn't 
look very favorable for us. We've got this 170 level here, right here, that we are banging up against. We 
picked the 170 because that was just above its previous high where it did have as a hit that high, it had a 
really big collapse. Well, we're right back at that level right now. 

So just so that you understand how that's going to work on that trade. We are here obviously on a 
Wednesday and I'm not going to let this go into Friday. The ADSK trade, if we need to make an 
adjustment on this, and it's looking like we may have to, I'm going to give that adjustment to you 
tomorrow, on Thursday. So that if for whatever reason you just couldn't get to it right away, you got 
some time to make that happen. 

What would the adjustment be on ADSK? Well, we've got a lot of flexibility in this particular trade. Not 
only can we roll this out and bring in some extra income, we can also roll it up and you know, just real 
quickly, that might look something like this. If we were to highlight that call leg that is the problematic 
leg of this trade, right click on it and roll that out. I could go out. Let's see if we could go out here to the 
May 3rd expiration dates and you'll see down here what we're doing, we're closing out the April 12th 
call leg and we're adding in the same leg for the May 3rd. However, in this case I'm going to go ahead 
and highlight these two down here and we're going to actually not only roll out but we're going to roll 
up. 

So I would roll from the 170s to the 172.50s. We'd still bring in a credit, so this really is the best of all 
worlds in that we can take this ADSK position, we can roll it out, give us some more time, we can make 
some money on that roll that's going to increase our profit potential and we can increase the cashflow 



zone. We can increase our safety buffer by going up from the 170s to the 172.50s. And then you know, 
we can just keep doing that. If we need to go to the 175s, the 177s, we'll just keep doing that. So watch 
your ADSK position. Watch for tomorrow, if we're still around this 170 level tomorrow, Thursday, I will 
issue an alert for you to go ahead and adjust that trade and move our levels up. 

Our Twitter trade. Twitter trade is doing fine right now. We haven't moved into the profit zone. Again, if 
we look down here on our quote page at earnings dates, Twitter's reporting April 23rd. Our only goal 
with this Twitter trade was to get into the positive here. We're just basically bouncing around break 
even right now and so I would anticipate if we are still down a few pennies here at the end of the close 
today, that profit and loss column should go positive. We can squeak some of that profit out of there. 
We'll go ahead and take that profit on the Twitter trade, close it out. We're not going to hold it until 
expiration as we've mentioned. That's 37 days out. We don't want to hold through earnings 
announcements on that. 

Our Bank of America trade. So this was a trade that was given us some problems as well and it's now 
starting to come back in line. It's not where we want it to still be, but we are getting that little bit of a 
downtrend. Now, here's the thing with the banking stocks and Bank of America. So JPM right here, JP 
Morgan, we look at a chart of JP Morgan. This ... 
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We look at a chart of JP Morgan. This is what is commonly referred to in the financial sector of the stock 
market as the "canary in the coalmine." It is the largest of the money center banks, sometimes they're 
referred to as the "four horsemen." The money center banks are Chase, JP Morgan Chase, CitiBank, 
Bank of America, and Wells Fargo. These four large banks, whatever they do the overall financial market 
does as well. 

And so JP Morgan, it's a little bit of a downtrend right now. That's a good sign. JP Morgan is also 
considered the "canary in the coalmine" because you'll see right there their reporting earnings April 
12th, they're usually in every earning cycle, the first big money center bank to report earnings. So the 
question here, we're getting some retracement here and Bank of America are really close. 

If we look at our Bank of America trade, let's go take a look, let's do the analysis tab on here. We got it in 
the curve. You can see here that we are, let me clear this out, so you can see the trade that we are in 
right there, we're right there. We are just right there. Our break even on this trade looks to be about 
28.73, we're 10 cents away from getting into the profit zone on this. Which is great but we're going to 
have some big movement here in the financials coming up. October, excuse me, April 12th as JP Morgan 
starts to announce. 

So the question, is do you think that there's going to be good announcements or bad announcements on 
the financial stocks. If you look at the overall situation here on the XLF, XLF is the ETF that tracks the 
financial sector of the stock market. You can see that that's also starting to come down, starting to find 
some resistance there at it's moving averages. But it is retracing, it is coming down. So anyway that's a 
positive sign for our Bank of America. It is heading in the right direction at least. That's the good news. 

And then XLRE, we've talked about this as well. We're starting to get some of that back, just a little bit. 
It's a fight, it's a battle with XLRE. So we probably tomorrow if, and it looks like we will, it looks like we 



will have to issue an adjustment on ADSK tomorrow, look for an additional adjustment on XLRE. And 
again we're going to want to work that risk graph so that we are moving closer and closer to the profit 
margin. And once again, if we look at that and we look at our trade, we can see what's going on there 
right now, we could add, once again we could add to that short put vertical. And as we do that, as we 
add legs to that you can see what happens with the risk graph. Our top leg goes up, and our risk on our 
top leg goes down. And that's what we want to do, is just keep moving that leg up. We can do that over 
and over again. 

So, with regards to our current positions, look for, nothing that we need to address on Bank of America, 
Twitter is fine. ADSK and XLRE, probably get an adjustment on those again tomorrow, Thursday. And 
then Bank of America, we're going to watch here for the next couple of days as well. It does seem to be 
moving at least in the right direction. 

Alright, so with that let's go ahead now and let's talk about a new trading opportunity for to- 

Alright, so our new trade example for this week is a stock called Roku, R, O, K, U. Very interesting stock. 
It's been in the news a lot. If we go back in time, you can also see it's really been a stock that has moved. 
It's gone up a lot, it's gone down a lot. It's a trending stock. Once it gets in a trend it seems to sort of stay 
in that trend, and so we're going to take up a variation of the iron condor here with Roku that we've 
done several times in the past, and that is that we are going to find this stock in the downtrend. All of 
the indicators are giving us sell signals. The moving averages are starting to hook in head down. The 
trend is definitely right now bearish, it has broken the low. Not only it's 50 day moving average, but it's 
200 day moving average. 

We're going to go ahead here and put in the top leg of an iron condor. Bring in some premium, bring in 
some income here by doing that. And then hope that down the next week or two, down the road here 
we can get some further downward movement here as we wait to put in the put leg and bring in maybe 
even more premium on the put leg that, than we otherwise would if we put it in right now. So that's 
what we're going to do, let's go look at that inside of our account. Roku have got that in here right now, 
it's down another 95 cents today, that's good. We want it to trend in the downward fashion here. 

Let's go ahead and click on my trade. This is the trade that I am looking at here. I'm going to go ahead 
and clear that out so that we can just look at it again. I'm going to come in here and I'm going to pick an 
expiration date of May 3rd. Now the reason we want to do May 3rd, if again we look at this here, we 
know May 8th, May 8th Roku's reporting earnings, and generally don't want to hold these types of trade 
through an earnings period. So we're going to go out to May 3rd here, this is a 23 day trade. And the 
trade that we're going to do is a short call vertical, that is the top leg of an iron condor. So if you click on 
that, we go back on our charts here. I want to be up above this area of 70, okay. You want to be above 
70. 

So as we look at this here, I can move this down, let's come down here. To that 70 price tag. And then 
we're going to do a five dollar spread. So we are going to sell the 70 strike price calls, we're going to buy 
back the 75s. Now pretty wide spread there. Bid at 45, asked at 81. Bid at 20, asked at 30. What I'd 
hoped to get that sold in there somewhere from maybe 55, 60 cents. Hopefully we can pay 25 cents for 
this. We may have to pay 30. But I would hope to get at least a 30 cent credit. Let's start at this mid-
price of 38, let's just see what this trade will look like here. I'm liking the numbers on this trade. With 
just one contract, we'd have to put up 468 dollars. I think I've got enough buying power in mine here. 
We could even do three, let's see what that would look like. That'd be about a 1,400 dollar trade. It's 



probably the example that I'm going to run with here, is three contracts. So that's a nice rate of return. 
That's obviously a 23 day trade. It's about a three week trade, and we're bringing in 107 dollars on a 
1,400 dollar investment. That's percentage wise, that's a really, really nice rate of return. 

I'm going to go ahead and send that order, and then let's just see here, I'm going to go, it shows that it is 
working. I didn't think that we would get that price. It's showing a price of 38 and we're asking for that 
43, so I'm going to right-click on that. Let's adjust that down here. Go down to 35. Let's see if we could 
get that. That would be about 100 dollar income on the 1,400 dollar investment. And it gives me a 
partial fill here. I've got two out of my three filled, so it's giving me a partial filler. I'm going to let that go 
ahead and just sit for maybe four or five minutes here and see if I can get that last remaining fill. 

Okay so, I've let probably two or three minutes go by, still have not got my final fill at 35. You can see I 
got two, I got two of my three contracts filled. I'm going to go ahead and replace that order. I'm just 
going to drop it by a penny each time, see if we can get that filled. I may have to go down to 30 to get 
that remaining section. There's 34, that's not filling. We're trying to re-do that one. Go down to 33. That 
didn't take. Let's try 32. That didn't take. There we go, 32. I got a fill at 32. 

So there's your trade. If I just, if we click that and mirror that trade, give you the example of that trade, 
you can see what my result on that trade was. I did do a quantity of three. So again here's your 
numbers. Here's what we're doing on the trade. We're doing the May 3rd expiration on R, O, K, U, that's 
Roku. I used in my example three contracts. You scale accordingly for yourself. We're selling the May 
23rd 70 strike price call, we're buying the May 3rd, excuse me it's the May 3rd, not the May 23rd. So we 
are selling the May 3rd, 23 days to expiration. 70 strike price call Buying back May 3rd, 75 strike price 
call. I got some of my order filled at 35, but the remainder filled at 32. That trade looks pretty good if we 
look at that. Even at 32, that's bringing in about 90 dollars on a 1,400 dollar investment. That's not too 
shabby. 90 dollars divided by 1,400, that's about a 6.4% rate of return in just a 21 day period of time. It's 
over 80% of your annualized rate of return. And remember boy that's just the call leg, we got another 
whole entire put leg that we hopefully can put in place here and maybe even double that profit 
potential. 

So there's your trade folks, right there. There's your trade for the week. That's your example to look at. 
As always if you have questions let me know. But you should be pretty good right now with most of your 
positions. Stamp is hovering right around the 80 dollar. You can do the covered call strategy if you like, 
adds some additional income to that if you're still holding that position. Otherwise again look for an 
alert tomorrow, that's Thursday, on both our XLRE positions and our ADSK. Have a good trading week 
folks, we'll talk to you soon. 
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